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Abstract

This paper describes Splice, a system for writing aspects that perform static program analyses to direct program
modifications. The power of an inter-procedural data-flow analysis enables an aspect to examine the flow of data
around a program execution point when it determines what code to add or change at that point. For example, an
aspect can change the target set of an iteration based on how elements are skipped during the iteration. Splice aspects
are written in a rule-based logic programming language with features that help aspect programmers express analyses.
We show how a prototype of Splice is used to write two useful aspects in the areas of domain-specific optimization
and synchronization.

1 Introduction

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) systems, such as AspectJ [10], provide mechanisms for organizing code that go
beyond conventional objects and functions. An aspect can modify the execution of a program at well-defined points
in its execution, which are known asjoin points. The description of join points in AOP systems has generally been
limited to their syntactic structure. For example, a set of join points can be described as calls to a particular set of
methods. However, current aspect systems cannot describe a join point that depends on what can happen before or
after the join point. This paper shows why such join points are useful and how they are supported in Splice, a system
for writing aspects that can use static program analysis to identify join points. As a simple example, consider Java
code that raises salaries of employees who are programmers:

-Iterator i = employees/*jp-1*/ .iterator();/* original code */
+Iterator i = programmers .iterator();/* transformed code */

while (i.hasNext())
{ Employee e = (Employee) i.next();

if (e.isProgrammer()) e .raiseSalary(+20)/*jp-2*/ ; }

The efficiency of this loop can be improved by maintaining and iterating over an extent set of programmers rather
than employees. Although this transformation can be performed by hand, implementing it as an aspect could improve
modularity by separating a performance concern from base functionality. The aspect would add theprogrammers set
to the program and manipulates the program’s code at multiple join points. Two of these join points, labeledjp-1 and
jp-2 , can only be identified with the help of a program analysis. Join pointjp-1 is associated with theemployees

field access used to create an iterator. Identifyingjp-1 requires a data-flow analysis because the aspect must discover
that each element of the iterator is only updated when anisProgrammer method call on the element is true. When
jp-1 is identified, an aspect can replace theemployees field access with aprogrammers field access. Join point
jp-2 is used to identifyjp-1 by determining when an iterator element is updated, which occurs when a method
call can update the field of anEmployee object. In this example, a call to theraiseSalary(int) method can call
another method, that sets asalary field. Identifying jp-2 requires an inter-procedural analysis because an aspect
must discover that the method being called can either update an instance field or call a method that can update an
instance field.

The need for AOP systems with both data-flow and inter-procedural join point identification mechanisms has been
mentioned before by Kiczales [9]. Reasoning about inter-procedural data-flow information requires the use of a static
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program analysis based on abstract interpretation [2], which are commonly used for compilation. Our approach in
Splice is to enable an aspect to encode an analysis that determines how a program’s execution is transformed by the
aspect.

An aspect in Splice is expressed as a collection of rules in a logic programming language with temporal and
negation operators. Aspect rules control the propagation of flow information during an analysis; i.e., they can concisely
describe flow functions. Aspect rules also operate over a program representation that helps programmers deal with
the complexity of variable re-assignment, branches, and loops. The analysis specified by an aspect is automatically
divided into multiple passes and stages, which transparently ensures the sound and complete evaluation of rules in the
presence of negation. With these features, Splice aspects that perform useful tasks can be expressed with a manageable
amount of code; e.g., a Splice aspect that implements the transformation in this section consists of nine rules and 35
logic terms.

The program analysis defined by an aspect is performed over a finite domain of facts that is computed by applying
an aspect’s rules to a program. A standard gen-kill iterative data-flow analysis algorithm is used to traverse all points
in a program repeatedly until fix-points are reached. The analysis supports both forward and backward flows, and is
also inter-procedural. Propagation of facts between procedures is flow-insensitive and context-insensitive to enhance
scalability. Although flow-insensitive inter-procedural fact propagation sacrifices precision, an aspect can often use
static type information to compensate for the precision loss.

We have used a prototype of Splice to write and test complete aspects in the areas of domain-specific optimizations
and synchronization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of Splice. Section 3
demonstrates how the transformation in this Section can be implemented in Splice. Section 4 describes Splice’s design
and implementation. Section 5 presents an informal evaluation of Splice. Related work and our conclusions are
presented in Sections 6 and 7.

2 Splice Overview

We introduce Splice by showing how it can be used to write an aspect that implements a synchronization policy.
However, before we describe this synchronization policy and show how it is implemented in Splice, we present Splice’s
basic features.

2.1 Basics

Facts are used in Splice to represent knowledge about a program being processed by an aspect. For example, the fact
Locked([getBalance()],[Accnt.lock]) specifies that the lockAccnt.lock must be acquired aroundget-

Balance() method calls. Aspects are expressed as a collection of rules that manipulate a program by proving and
querying facts about the program. A rule is composed out of rule variables, consequents, and antecedents in a form
like rule R0 [x] P(x): Q(x); , which reads as “for any binding of rule variablex , consequentP(x) is a fact
whenever antecedentQ(x) is a fact.” Splice supports bottom-up logic programming, so unlike Prolog the consequents
of a rule become facts as soon as the rule’s antecedents are facts. By ruleR0, P(5) is a fact wheneverQ(5) is a fact,
whereunificationbindsx to 5 so that the structure of antecedentQ(x) is equivalent to the structure of factQ(5) .

Predicates generalize facts like classes generalize objects; e.g.,Locked is the predicate of factLocked([get-

Balance()],[Accnt.lock]) . Built-in predicates have names that begin with@. The built-in predicate@nowis
used to inspect the expressions of the Java program being processed. Consider the definition of a rule from an aspect
that implements a synchronization policy:

rule S0 [var,lck,obj,args,mthd] Track(var,lck), Needs(var,lck):
@now(var = obj.mthd(|args)), Locked(mthd,lck);

The antecedent@now(var = obj.mthd(|args)) in ruleS0 identifies a call to a method (mthd ) on an object (obj )
with arguments (args ) and a result (var ). The body of a@nowantecedent is expressed in a Java-like expression syntax
that can refer to rule variables or Java identifiers. An exception to standard Java syntax is the use of the tail operator
(| ), which is used in(|args) to specify thatargs is the list of the call’s arguments. For unification purposes, the
expressions in a Java program are treated as facts, where Java constructs and variables are listed in brackets. When
rule S0 is applied to the Java expressionx = accntA.getBalance() , rule variablevar is bound to Java variable
[x] , obj is bound to[accntA] , mthd is bound to method[getBalance()] , andargs is bound to the empty list.



global Locked(method,variable); backward WillUse(variable);
forward Needs(variable,lock), Track(variable,lock;)

rule S0a [lck,var,mthd] Needs(var,lck), Track(var,lck):
@now(var = *.mthd(|*)), Locked(mthd,lck);

rule S0b [var0,var1,lck,args] Needs(var1,lck), Track(var1,lck):
@nowi(var1,args), @contains(args,var0), Track(var0,lck);

Figure 1:Predicates and rules that are used to defineNeeds facts.

Although we refer to source code variables[x] and [accntA] in facts for example purposes, aspects do not
directly process source code. Instead, aspects process a control-flow graph (CFG) of a procedure’s expressions, where
all expression results are assigned to unique temporary variables. The Java syntax bodies of@nowantecedents are
“compiled” to unify with expressions in this representation. A discussion of the program representation aspects process
is presented in Section 4.1.

2.2 Temporal Reasoning

The synchronization policy implemented in this section specifies that a certain lock must be acquired before a method
call whose result is derived from some protected state. To ensure that a call result remains consistent with the protected
state, which could be updated in another thread, the lock must be held as long as the call result can be used. To
implement this synchronization policy, an aspect must reason about how and when variables are used. Consider the
following three lines of code that withdraw[z] amount of money from an accountaccntA :

A: x = accntA.getBalance();
B: y = x - z;
C: accntA.setBalance(y);

If lock Accnt.lock protectsgetBalance() method calls,Accnt.lock must be acquired before lineA and released
after lineC because variable[x] is assigned at lineA and variable[y] , which requires the same lock because it is
derived from the value of variable[x] , is used at lineC. Implementing this reasoning in Splice begins by identifying
three kinds of facts from the problem description.

First, aLocked(method,lock) fact identifies amethod whose call results must be protected by alock . For
the example code, we assume the factLocked([getBalance()],[Accnt.lock]) is true. Second, aNeeds-

(variable,lock) fact identifies program execution points where alock must be held to ensure avariable is
consistent with some protected state. For the example code, the factNeeds([x],[Accnt.lock]) should be true
from after lineA until just after lineB to ensure that the lock is held when variable[x] can be used. To implement
this behavior,Needs facts shouldflow forward; i.e., they should be propagated forward to following CFG points.
Third, aWillUse(variable) fact identifies program execution points where avariable can possibly be used at
future execution points. For the example code, the factWillUse([y]) should be true before lineC because variable
[y] will be used at lineC. To implement this behavior,WillUse facts shouldflow backward; i.e., they should be
propagated backward to preceding CFG points.

Predicate declarations involved in the definitions ofNeeds andWillUse facts are shown at the top of Figure 1.
When a predicate is declared by an aspect, its flow and arguments are specified. The declarationglobal Locked-

(method,variable) specifies that facts of theLocked predicate have two arguments and a global flow, meaning
they are true at any point in a program’s execution.WillUse facts are declared with backward flows, andNeeds and
Track facts are declared with forward flows.

RulesS0a andS0b in Figure 1 define howNeeds facts are proven. RuleS0a specifies that a variable is tracked
(Track(var,lck) ) and a lock needs to be held for the variable (Needs(var,lck) ) when the variable is assigned
from a call (@now(var = *.mthd(|*)) ) and the called method is associated with the lock (Locked(mthd,lck) ).
Wild card values (* ) are placeholders for “any value.” RuleS0b specifies that a variablevar1 is tracked and locked
when a variablevar0 is tracked and locked, andvar0 is in the argument list of variables (@contains(args,var0) )
used by the expression that assignsvar1 (@nowi(var1,args) ). The@contains antecedent in ruleS0b queries the
membership of a variable (var1 ) in a list of variables (args ). The@nowi antecedent in ruleS0b unifies with all kinds



rule S1 [var,args] WillUse(var):
Track(var,*), @nowi(*,args), @contains(args,var);

rule S2 [var,lck] !Needs(var,lck): !WillUse(var), Needs(var,lck);

Figure 2:Rules that define and useWillUse facts.

of expressions in the same format; e.g., the expressiony = x - z in the example code bindsvar1 to [y] andargs

to ([x],[z]) .
Rule S1 in Figure 2 defines howWillUse facts are proven. It specifies that a variable will be used (WillUse-

(var) ) when it is tracked (Track(var,*) ) and the current expression (@nowi(*,args) ) uses the variable in its
arguments (@contains(args,var) ). Track facts proven by rulesS0a andS0b and queried by ruleS1 address an
inefficiency in bottom-up logic programming where all facts are proven as long as they can be derived by the aspect’s
rules, even if those facts are not useful to the aspect. IfTrack facts were not used, ruleS1 would propagateWillUse

facts anytime a variable was used in the program even though most of these facts would never be queried by other rules.
Track facts also get around a restriction on how negation can be used in Splice, as will be discussed in Section 2.3.

A rule executes, orfires, when all of its antecedents are unified with facts or Java code. When a rule fires, it is
associated with afiring point in a procedure’s CFG. For any rule with a@nowor @nowi antecedent, such as rules
S0a, S0b, andS1, the firing point is the location of the expression that is unified with the antecedent. When applied
to the example code, ruleS0a fires at lineA, S0b fires at lineB, andS1 fires at linesB andC. When a rule fires, the
forward and backward-flow facts it proves becomes true after and a backward-flow fact becomes true before the firing
point of the rule. When rulesS0a, S0b, andS1 are applied to the example code, factNeeds([x],[Accnt.lock])

becomes true after lineA, factNeeds([y],[Accnt.lock]) becomes true after lineB, factWillUse([x]) becomes
true before lineB, and factWillUse([y]) becomes true before lineC.

2.3 Negation

Rule S2 in Figure 2 specifies that a lock no longer needs to be held for a variable (!Needs(var,lck) ) when the
variable will no longer be used (!WillUse(var) ) and the lock currently needs to be held for the variable (Needs-

(var,lck) ). The negation of an antecedent or consequent occurs using the! operator. A negated antecedent is true
when it does not exist as a fact. FactWillUse([y]) does not exist at and after lineC in the example code at the
beginning of Section 2.2, which restricts where ruleS2 can fire. A negated consequent stops a fact from being true
immediately after or before the firing point if the fact respectively has a forward or backward flow.

Because ruleS2 does not have a@nowor @nowi antecedent and itsNeeds consequent has a forward flow, it fires
at the earliest point where its antecedents are true. The firing point of a rule depends on the flow of its consequents;
e.g., the firing point of a rule with a backward-flow consequent is the latest point where its antecedents are true. In the
example code, lineB is the earliest point whereWillUse([x]) is false andNeeds([x],[Accnt.lock]) is true,
and lineC is the earliest point whereWillUse([y]) is false andNeeds([y],[Accnt.lock]) is true. Therefore,
rule S2 fires twice in the example code: at lineB to negate the factNeeds([x],[Accnt.lock]) , and at lineC to
negate the factNeeds([y],[Accnt.lock]) .

The rules in Figures 1 and 2 collectively describe an analysis whose execution must occur in two stages to ensure
soundness. The first stage consists of a forward analysis pass that fires rulesS0a andS0b followed by a backward
analysis pass that fires ruleS1. The second stage consists of a forward analysis pass that fires ruleS2. The analysis
must execute in two stages because the ruleS2 negates aWillUse antecedent, so cannot fire untilWillUse facts have
been completely proven. RulesS0b andS1 in Figure 1 also refer toTrack antecedents rather thanNeeds antecedents
to prevent an invalid cyclic dependency betweenNeeds andWillUse facts that would be rejected as invalid in Splice.
As we will describe in Section 4.2, Splice automatically detects invalid dependencies and divides an analysis into
multiple stages.

2.4 Advice

Using facts defined by rules in Figures 1 and 2, additional rules can insert code into a program to acquire and release
locks. First, we need some way of keeping track of whether or not a lock is held. Forward-flowHas(lock) facts
can describe when a lock is held. Rules that insert lock acquisition and release calls are shown in Figure 3. Rule



forward Has(lock);
rule S3 [lck,mthd] Has(lck), @before(lck.[acquire]()):

!Has(lck), Locked(mthd,lck), @now(*.mthd(|*));

rule S4 [lck] !Has(lck), @after(lck.[release]()):
Has(lck), !Needs(*,lck);

Figure 3:Two rules and a predicate that are used to insert synchronization code into a program.

S3 adds code to acquire a lock (@before(lck.[acquire]()) ) and keeps track of the held lock (Has(lck) ) when
the lock is not already held (!Has(lck) ) and a method associated with the lock (Locked(mthd,lck) ) is called
(@now(*.mthd(|*)) ). A @before consequent performs the before advice of AspectJ: it inserts code specified using
a Java-like syntax at a new point that occurs immediately before the rule’s firing point. RuleS4 adds code to release
a lock (@after(lck.[release()]) ) and keeps track of the release (!Has(lck) ) when the lock is currently held
(Has(lck) ) and the lock no longer needs to be held for any variable (!Needs(*,lck) ). An @after consequent
performs the after advice of AspectJ: it inserts code at a new point that immediately occurs after the rule’s firing point.

When the rules in Figures 1, 2, and 3 are applied to the example code at the beginning of Section 2.2, the following
code results:

+ Accnt.lock.acquire();
A: x = accntA.getBalance();
B: y = x - z;
C: accntA.setBalance(y);
+ Accnt.lock.release();

RuleS3 will fire at line A because lockAccnt.lock is not held. RuleS4 fires after lineCbecause neither factNeeds-

([x],[Accnt.lock]) , negated by ruleS2 at lineB, nor factNeeds([y],[Accnt.lock]) , negated at lineC, are
true.

2.5 Assignments, Branches, and Loops

The example code described at the beginning of Section 2.2 does not contain branches, loops, or variable re-assignments.
At first, these constructs appear to be very problematic because re-assignments create aliases, branches split and merge,
and loops create an infinite number of values. However, an aspect programmer can often ignore these constructs be-
cause of the way a program is represented to the aspect (described in Section 4.1). Aspects can also specify how facts
are propagated through splits and merges and inspect conditional branch tests (demonstrated in Section 3.1).

2.6 Inter-procedural Reasoning

In Section 2.2, we assumed the existence of the factLocked([getBalance()],[Accnt.lock]) . Although this
fact can be manually asserted in an aspect, using rules to proveLocked facts is appealing because an aspect is more
reusable when it hard-codes less information.Locked facts have a global flow so when aLocked fact is a consequent
of a rule processing the code of one method, that sameLocked fact can be used as an antecedent by another rule
processing the code of another method. Proving a global-flow fact in one method and querying it in another method is
how inter-procedural analysis occurs in Splice.

To proveLocked facts in this example, a programmer manually specifies fields they want protected by a specific
lock. Any method that returns the value of these fields directly or indirectly will also be protected by the lock. Also,
any method that returns a locked method’s call result is transitively protected by the lock. Consider the following code
for classAccount :

class Account {
int balance;
int getBalance() { return this.balance; }
void setBalance(int x) { this.balance = x; }
int debit(int z) { int y = this.getBalance() - z;

this.setBalance(y); return y; } }



rule S5 [lck,var,fld] Track(var), Needs(var,lck):
@now(var=*.fld), Locked(fld,lck);

rule S6 [lck,mthd,var] Locked(mthd,lck):
Needs(var,lck), @current(mthd,*), @now(return var);

rule S3 [lck,mthd0,mthd1] Has(lck), @before(lck.[acquire]()):
!Has(lck), Locked(mthd0,lck), @now(*.mthd0(|*)),
@current(mthd1,*), !Locked(mthd1,lck);

rule S7 [lck,fld] Has(lck), @before(lck.[acquire]()):
!Has(lck), Locked(fld,lck), @now(*.fld=*);

Figure 4:RulesS5 andS6 that proveLocked facts and ruleS3 modified from Figure 3 to not acquire locks in locked methods.

We assume that the programmer specifies that account balance state is to be protected by manually asserting the
fact Locked([Account.balance],[Accnt.lock]) in an aspect (using thefact keyword). Since the method
getBalance() returns the value of thebalance field, a rule should prove the factLocked([getBalance()],-

[Accnt.lock]) . Since the methoddebit(int) returns a result derived from agetBalance() call, a rule should
also prove the factLocked([debit(int)],[Accnt.lock]) . RulesS5 andS6 that implement this behavior are
shown in Figure 4. RuleS5 is like rule S0 in Figure 1 except it identifies field access results, rather than method
call results, that are protected by locks. RuleS6 identifies the current method as being protected by a lock (Locked-

(mthd,lck) ) whenever a variable that needs the lock (Needs(var,lck) ) is returned by the method (@now(return

var) ). Antecedents of the built-in predicate@current describe the method currently being processed by the aspect
and its arguments; a wild card in ruleS6 ignores the current method’s arguments.

Without the modifications to ruleS3 in Figure 4, a lock would be acquired inside methodsgetBalance() and
debit(int) because they access fields and call methods protected by the lock. RuleS3 in Figure 4 is modified with
two new antecedents that ensures the rule only fires in a method (@current(mthd1,*) ) that is not already protected
by the lock (!Locked(mthd1,lck) ). RuleS7 in Figure 4 ensures that a lock is acquired whenever a protected field
is assigned. Unlike the case of reading state, the lock does not need to be held for any duration longer than the point
where the field is assigned. When ruleS7 is applied to the above code, lock acquisition and release calls are made
around the field store in methodsetBalance(int) , but calls to methodsetBalance(int) are not protected since
they do not return protected state.

The synchronization aspect described in this section is ready to do useful work with only nine rules composed
of about forty consequents and antecedents. However, many possible program behaviors are not addressed by this
aspect. For example, this aspect does not address the storing of data protected by a lock into an unprotected field
because the implemented synchronization policy does not mention this behavior. This aspect can serve as a starting
point to implement synchronization policies with more advanced features.

3 Loop Compression

The example described in Section 1 is a transformation that we refer to asloop compression. A loop compression is
enabled by a factCompress(original,compressed,filter) , which adds and maintains acompressed set that
contains those elements of anoriginal set for which the result of afilter method call on the element is true. Loop
compression replaces any iteration over theoriginal set with an iteration over thecompressed set if elements are
updated only when the result of afilter method call on the element is true. Loop compression can be divided into
three subtasks: identify contexts where iteration replacement should occur (Section 3.1), identify operations that can
update state (Section 3.2), and add and maintain the compressed set (Section 3.3).

3.1 Replacement

To understand the organization of the replacement task, consider an elaboration of the example code in Section 1:

-L1: Iterator i = this.employees .iterator();
+L2: Iterator i = this.programmers.iterator();

while (i.hasNext())



global Updating(method), Compress(original,compressed,filter);
universal forward Filter(object,filter);
rule CT [obj,fltr] Filter(obj,fltr):

@true(obj.fltr()), Compress(*,*,fltr);

backward NonUpdated(iterator,filter);
rule NU [elm,it,fltr] NonUpdated(it,fltr):

Compress(*,*,fltr), !Filter(elm,fltr),
@past(elm=(*) it.[next]()), Updating(mthd), @now(elm.mthd(|*));

rule RP [it,obj,orig,cmps,fltr]
@replace(it = obj.cmps.[iterator]()): !NonUpdated(it,fltr),

@now(it = obj.orig.[iterator]()), Compress(orig,cmps,fltr);

Figure 5:Splice code that implements field replacement in a loop compression aspect.

L3: { Employee e = (Employee) i.next();
L4: if (e.isProgrammer())
L5: e.raiseSalary(+20); }

Loop compression rules should be able to replace lineL1 with L2 by realizing that an element[e] of the iterator
[i] is only updated when anisProgrammer() method call on it is true. Before being implemented in Splice,
this description must be re-worded so that it is directly expressible in the temporal logic that Splice supports, where
negation must be used to translate terms like “must,” “only,” and “unless.” To do this, we can invert the problem
description: if there is any situation where theisProgrammer() method is not called or its result is not conservatively
known as true when an element of the iterator is updated, then replacement does not occur.

We first identify the kinds of facts involved in replacement.Compress andUpdating(method) facts will be
defined by rules in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, but are needed to express rule antecedents in this section.Filter-

(object,filter) facts can describe the case where afilter method has been called on anobject and the result
of this method call is definitely true.Filter facts should have a forward flow because they indicate that the true path
of a conditional has been taken.Filter facts should also be merged universally, so they do not remain true when
the false path and true path of the conditional merge. Universal facts implement “meet over all paths” propagation
semantics, meaning they are true at a point in a procedure’s CFG only if they are true on all paths through the point. By
default, facts implement “meet over any path” propagation semantics, meaning they are true at a point in a procedure’s
CFG as long as they are true on one path through the point.NonUpdated(iterator,filter) facts can describe
the case where an element of aniterator can be updated when afilter method is not known to be true on that
element.NonUpdated facts should have a backward flow because they convey what can happen in the future. Rules
CTandNUin Figure 5 respectively proveFilter andNonUpdated facts. RuleRP in Figure 5 then uses these facts to
implement field replacement.

RuleCT identifies a filter method whose result is true for an object (Filter(obj,fltr) ) when the true path of
a conditional branch is taken that tests the result of a filter method call on the object (@true(obj.fltr()) ). To
prevent unneededFilter facts from being proven, the filter method must also be involved in a compression (Com-

press(*,*,fltr) ). The@true antecedent used in ruleU0 unifies with the first point of a true path for a conditional
branch that tests its enclosed expression.Filter facts have a forward flow and are declared universal, so they are
true at points along the true path of the conditional but becomes false as soon as the conditional’s true and false paths
merge.

Rule NU identifies an iterator whose elements are not updated when a filter method is true (NonUpdated(it,-

fltr) ). This occurs when the next element of the iterator (@past(elm = (*) it.[next]()) ) is updated (Up-

dating(mthd) ), and the call result of a filter method on the iterator element is not known to be true (!Filter-

(elm,fltr) ). TheCompress(*,*,fltr) antecedent is also needed in ruleNUbecause unification cannot bind rule
variablefltr through the negatedFilter antecedent. Antecedents of the@past predicate inspect expressions like
@nowantecedents, except an@past antecedent unifies with a statement located at a point that always executes before
the rule’s firing point.

RuleRP implements the field access replacement portion of the loop compression aspect. The@replace conse-
quent in ruleRP performs AspectJ-style around1 advice by replacing code that occurs at the rule’s firing point. Re-

1“Proceed” is subsumed in Splice by unification.



rule V0 [mthd,fld] Updating(mthd):
@current(mthd,*), @now(this.fld = *);

rule V1 [mth0,mth1] Updating(mth1):
@current(mth1,*),Updating(mth0),@now(this.mth0(|*));

Figure 6:Rules that generically proveUpdating facts.

placement occurs at a field access used to create an iterator when a compression of the field exists (Compress(orig,-

cmps,fltr) ) and the iterator’s elements is not updated when the filter method is not true (!NonUpdated(it,fltr) ).
Assuming the existence of factsUpdating([raiseSalary(int)]) and Compress([employees],[program-

mers],[isProgrammer()]) , ruleRPwill replace lineL1 with line L2 in the example code because ruleNUcannot
fire at any point in this code.

3.2 Detecting Updates

To understand the organization of the update identification task, consider the following code that implements a part of
classEmployee :

class Employee
{ private int salary; ...

void setSalary(int n) { salary = n; }
void raiseSalary(int n) { setSalary((salary*(100+n))/100); }}

Loop compression rules should be able identify methodsetSalary(int) as an updating method because it sets the
salary field of classEmployee . The methodraiseSalary(int) should also be identified as an updating method
because it indirectly sets thesalary field by calling thesetSalary(int) method. The task of identifying updating
methods is similar to the task of identifying methods protected by a lock in Figure 4 of Section 2.6. RulesV0 andV1

in Figure 6 identify updating methods simply by identifying methods whose code can update instance fields (ruleV0)
or identifying methods whose code can call updating methods (ruleV1). Applying rulesV0 andV1 to the code for
classEmployee will prove the factsUpdating([setSalary(int)]) andUpdating([raiseSalary(int)]) .

3.3 Activation

To understand the organization of the task that adds and maintains a compressed set, consider the following code that
implements a part of classCompany:

class Company
{ Set employees = new HashSet();
+ L0: Set programmers = new HashSet();

void add(Employee e)
{ employees.add(e);

+ L3: if (e.isProgrammer()) programmers.add(e); }
void doit() { ... } }

The rules of a loop compression aspect add a newprogrammers field to classCompany, initialize it to a set
(line L0), and maintain it as a filtered subset of the set referred to by theemployees field (line L3). Programmers
activate loop compression by assertingDoCompress facts. When a programmer manually asserts aDoCompress-

(original,filter) fact, the loop compression will compress anoriginal field according to afilter method;
e.g., the factDoCompress([employees],[isProgrammer()]) directs the loop compression aspect to compress
employees into a programmers set. When aDoCompress fact is asserted, the loop compression aspect must add the
compressed field, initialize it, and maintain it. Rules that implement this behavior are shown in Figure 7.

Rule C0 introduces a new compressed field into a class with the same attributes of an original field when a pro-
grammer asserts aDoCompress fact. The@field antecedent in ruleC0 queries the attributes of the original field. The
@field consequent in ruleC0 introduces a new compressed field into the same class and with the same attributes as
the original field. For our example, the compressed field will not actually be namedprogrammers , but some unique



global DoCompress(original,filter);
rule C0 [orig,cmps,fltr,T,name0,name1,flags] @uniqueid(name1),

@field(cls,flags,T,name1,cmps), Compress(orig,cmps,fltr):
@field(cls,flags,T,name0,orig), @isa(T, [Set]),
DoCompress(orig,fltr);

rule C1 [orig,cmps,fltr,T,obj] @after(obj.cmps = new T()):
Compress(orig,cmps,fltr), @now(obj.orig = new T());

rule C2 [orig,cmps,fltr,elm]
@after( { if (elm.fltr()) this.cmps.[add](elm); }):

Compress(orig,cmps,fltr), @now(this.orig.[add](elm));

rule C3 [orig,cmps,fltr,elm] @after(this.cmps.[remove](elm)):
Compress(orig,cmps,fltr), @now(this.orig.[remove](elm));

Figure 7:Rules that prove and setupCompress facts.

name (@uniqueid(name) ). The @isa antecedent in ruleC0 ensures that the field type is compatible withjava-

.util.Set . RuleC1 initializes the new field to an object in the same way an original object is initialized. RulesC2

andC3 ensure the compressed field is a subset of the original field that only contains elements that are true according
to a specified filter method.

With nine rules composed of 35 consequents and antecedents, the loop compression aspect described in this section
can be used in many situations. However, many details have not been addressed by the aspect’s rules that might be
significant in specific contexts. For example, this version of the loop compression aspect does not deal with removal
through an iterator, alternative set add and remove mechanisms, pointer aliasing, and so on. Therefore, this loop
compression aspect is not universally applicable and it is not meant to be a general compiler optimization. Instead,
when to use the aspect is under programmer control, and the aspect’s rules can be enhanced to handle special cases
that may arise. The loop compression aspect can also be modified to accommodate more advanced kinds of filtering;
e.g., arithmetic expressions or mapping relationships.

4 Technology

Splice can be described as a bottom-up (forward chaining) logic programming system with Java program manipulation
capabilities. In bottom-up logic programming, a rule fires as soon as facts can unify with its antecedents, and facts
proven by the firing rule are immediately used to fire other rules. With the addition of temporal logic and negation
operators, bottom-up logic programming can express program analyses. Each point in the program’s execution is
associated with some code, which can be inspected by a rule to determine what facts about the program should
propagate to future or past points, or even to points in other methods. Negation allows these rules to reason about what
is not true at a point, and also to explicitly prevent the propagation of some facts.

The rest of this section describes Splice’s major design and implementation issues. Section 4.1 describes how pro-
grams are represented to aspects, which influences how an aspect reasons about assignment, branching, and looping.
Section 4.2 describes the role of negation in Splice’s design, which is complicated by Splice’s support for data-flow
analysis. Section 4.3 describes the analysis performed by an aspect. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses the implementation
of our Splice prototype.

4.1 Program Representation

Splice aspects analyze programs in a “flat” non-syntax tree representation where the result of every expression is
assigned to a unique temporary variable. Because of ambiguity relating to multiple variable assignments, Splice trans-
forms a program into single static assignment (SSA) form, where an SSA variable identifies the result of evaluating
a single Java expression [3]. Instead of source code variables, SSA variables are bound to rule variables during unifi-
cation with@now, @nowi, and@past antecedents. There are two issues with SSA that are addressed in Splice. First,
SSA variables assigned in loops are actually reassigned dynamically, so the same SSA variable can refer to different
values during an analysis. Second, SSA variables that merge multiple SSA variable together, known asφ variables,
create aliases, so the set of facts true for theφ variable and the variable it merges together are related.
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i = accounts.iterator(); int a;
while (true) {
+A:    Accnt.lock.acquire();
 B:    a = i.next().getBalance(); 
 C:    if (a > 0) break;
+D:    Accnt.lock.release();    }
 E: accntB.setBalance(a);
+F: Accnt.lock.release();

Figure 8:Code that iterates through a list of accounts (left), and an illustration (right) of when the factWillUse([a]) is true in
the code’s CFG (right).

The first issue is dealt with by automatically “expiring” (negating) a forward or backward-flow fact at a point
where an SSA variable it refers to is assigned. Expiration of a forward-flow fact occurs immediately at the point of
assignment, and expiration of a backward-flow fact occurs by not propagating it to points that precede the assignment.
As an example of how expiration works, consider how the synchronization aspect in Section 2 is applied to the code
in Figure 8. Variable[a] is assigned at lineB in a loop and used at lineE outside of the loop. By ruleS1 in Figure 2,
fact WillUse([a]) will become true before lineE, which is then propagated backwards so it is true at linesC andB

(illustrated in Figure 8). However, since variable[a] is assigned at lineB, theWillUse fact will not be true before
line B. This results in factWillUse([a]) not being true along the false path from lineC, so the lock can correctly be
released in the loop at lineD. Because facts can expire when they refer to values created in loops, aspect programmers
must carefully ensure that forward and backward-flow facts are still true when needed by only associating them with
values known to still be in use.

The second issue is dealt with by “transferring” forward or backward-flow facts between aφ variable and variables
it merges together. To explain how fact transferring works, consider aφ variablem1 that merges variablesi 0 and
i 2 together. When the forward or backward-flow factP(i 0) is proven in a scope wherem1 exists, factP(m 1)

is automatically proven ifP is not universal. IfP is universal, then factP(m 1) is proven true if factP(i 2) is also
proven true. When factP(m 1) is proven true, factsP(i 0) andP(i 2) are automatically proven true only ifP is not
universal. The explicit negation of a forward or backward-flow fact is handled in an analogous way. Fact expiration
and transferring have an important interaction: fact transferring between aφ variable and one of its merged variables
only occurs as long as both variables are not reassigned.

The way forward and backward-flow facts expire and are transfered viaφ variable relationships enables inductive
reasoning about loop behavior. Consider the following loop in SSA form that sets elements of an array to 0:

i 0 = 0; while (true)
{ m1 = φ(i 0,i 2);

if (m 1 >= a.length) break;
a[m 1] = 0; i 2 = m 1 + 1; }

At the point where the above loop breaks, an aspect can recognize that every element of the array has been set to zero
using the following three rules:

universal forward Zeroed(array,index), Zeroed(array);
rule Z0 [i] Zeroed(*,i): @now(i=0);
rule Z1 [a,i,j] Zeroed(a,j):

Zeroed(a,i), @past(a[[i]]=0), @now(j=i+1);
rule Z2 [a,i] Zeroed(a): @false(i>=a.length), Zeroed(a,i);

Rule Z0 proves the zeroed base case, where the array index is zero, and ruleZ1 proves the zeroed inductive case,
where the index is incremented by one. RuleZ2 detects the end of the above loop where the array has been completely
zeroed out. When variablem1 is assigned, the factsZeroed(*,[i 0]) andZeroed([a],[i 2]) are true, so fact
Zeroed([a],[m 1]) is true. RuleZ1 associates zeroed information with the next index of the loop because any fact
that refers to the current index stored in variablem1 will expire at the beginning of the next loop iteration wherem1

is reassigned.



4.2 Negation

Support for negation is necessary in Splice because it enables reasoning about negative information; i.e., events that
cannot occur in a program. Without negation, the aspects described in Sections 2 and 3 and many other useful aspects
could not be expressed in Splice. Negation is implemented in Splice with the following constraint: the proof of a fact
must not depend on its negation, which is referred to as thestratified negation[1] in a logic program. Because forward
and backward-flow facts become true after or before, but not at, rule firing points, the proof of these facts can depend
on their negation in certain circumstances. However, temporal paradoxes must not occur. Consider the following two
rules:

backward WillRise(stock); forward Buy(stock);
rule G0 [stck] Buy(stck): WillRise(stck);
rule G1 [stck] !WillRise(stck): Buy(stck);

RulesG0 and G1 form a temporal paradox that has no well-defined meaning in Splice. Splice will reject aspect
executions when a fact depends on its negation. If the fact is a forward or backward-flow fact, then it can depend on
its negation if the negation only occurs through facts of the same flow. These criteria are checked conservatively, and
its possible for Splice to reject an aspect execution that actually has a well-defined meaning. However, stratification in
Splice is local [13], where facts are stratified dynamically rather than statically, which accepts more aspect executions
than more restrictive syntactic stratification.

When no contradictions exist, an aspect’s execution has a unique perfect model that ensures soundness [1]: i.e.,
no facts are proven that are not true. The perfect model ensures that a rule does not fire until it is definitely known
where or not that a fact can unify with a non-negated antecedent or no fact can unify with a negated antecedent.
For an executing aspect, contradictions are detected and the perfect model is found through a dependency graph that
associates facts with the proven and negated facts their proofs or negations can depend on. When the proof or negation
of fact f depends on the proof or negation of factg, the “stage” where the proof or negation of factf is definitely
known is computed according the two following constraints:

1. The proof or negation of factf is not known at least until proof or negation of factg is known;

2. If fact f andg are not both forward-flow or are not both backward-flow, then the proof or negation of factf is
not known until after the proof or negation of factg;

As an example, consider the synchronization aspect in Section 2. When the aspect is applied to a program, the
negation of its forward-flowNeeds andHas facts are not known until the second stage of the analysis because their
proofs depend on negated backward-flowWillUse facts. A rule with negated antecedents cannot fire until the latest
stage where the negation of all facts that can unify with its negated antecedents are known. Therefore, ruleS2 in
Figure 2 and ruleS4 in Figure 3 will not fire until the second stage of the aspect’s execution.

The fact dependency graph is computed in a pre-processing step of the implementation that applies the rules of
an aspect to a program in a flow-insensitive way that ignores negated antecedents. Computing the fact dependency
graph is only a secondary by-product of pre-processing, which is essential in simplifying the analysis described in
Section 4.3 by narrowing the set of rules that can fire at each point and computing a finite domain of facts that can be
true during analysis.

4.3 Analysis

As just described, an analysis in Splice is divided into multiple stages to support the sound execution of any negation
used in an aspect, which ensures that analysis execution is monotonic. Each stage is itself divided into multiple
forward, backward, and flow-insensitive passes. Rules with forward and backward-flow consequents are only fired
respectively during forward and backward analysis passes. Rules with global-flow consequents are fired during a
flow-insensitive pass. The direction of an analysis pass determines the order that CFG points are traversed, which will
determine the firing point of a rule that can otherwise fire at multiple adjacent points. For a forward analysis pass, a
rule will fire at a point closest to the entrance of a procedure. For a backward analysis pass, a rule will fire at a point
closest to the exits of a procedure.

For each stage of an analysis, analysis passes are continually performed until no new facts can be proven; i.e.,
the stage reaches a fix-point. The execution of individual forward and backward analysis passes are very standard



finite-domain iterative data-flow analyses. A set of dirty CFG nodes, initially the entry node (forward) or exit nodes
(backward) of a method, tracks what CFG nodes need to be traversed. Traversal of a node manages fact expiration
and transferring and fires rules according to the code at the node and facts that are true at the node. A set of resulting
facts is propagated to the nodes that follow (forward) or precede (backward) the node, adding any node to the dirty set
whose set of true facts changes. A fix-point for a forward or backward analysis pass is reached when the dirty set is
empty.

4.4 Implementation

Aspect execution in our current prototype of Splice consists of five steps:

1. The Java bytecode of the program is transformed into a CFG-based SSA form.

2. As described in Section 4.2, the rules of an aspect are applied to the program in a flow-insensitive way. Pre-
processing computes a fact dependency graph and for each program point, a set of pre-unified rules that can fire
at the point. This simplifies the firing of rules in Step four.

3. A fact-dependency analysis described in Section 4.2 detects invalid proof dependencies and computes analysis
stages where facts are known.

4. Analysis is performed as described in Section 4.3.

5. Proven code advice facts (e.g.,@after ) are type checked, and compiled into the resulting Java bytecode of the
program. Any detected type errors or conflicts will result in an aspect execution error.

5 Discussion

In this section we informally evaluate Splice’s design, implementation, and usefulness.

5.1 Usability

Splice is designed to provide aspects with accessible analysis capabilities. As a result, many of Splice’s features reduce
the amount of effort needed to express an analysis. Splice’s internal use of an SSA representation eases reasoning about
variable re-assignment, branches, and loops. Stratified negation eliminates concerns about the sound use of negation
and the repetition of analysis passes ensures completeness. Soundness and completeness, however, only apply to the
execution of an aspect’s rules. Splice itself cannot guarantee that the programmer’s rules are correct!

Even with its usability features, the task of expressing an analysis in Splice is non-trivial. An aspect programmer
must design an analysis using temporal logic, which is not a core programming skill and can be very tricky to use
correctly. In the course of developing the two aspects in Section 2 and Section 3, we found that most of our bugs were
related to mistakes in understanding the temporal properties of the aspects. Part of this problem arises from the use of
negation and multiple rules to encode natural English terms such as “only,” “must,” and “unless” (Section 3.1), where
the encoding often introduces bugs into the aspect.

It is easy to make mistakes in the encoding of an aspect. Therefore, the ability to debug a Splice aspect is very
important. The most straightforward way for a programmer to debug an aspect is to view how it transforms a program,
and then debug the aspect along with the program. Debugging will also require an inspection of the aspect’s reasoning
of why it transforms a program in some way. Unfortunately, our current Splice prototype does not provide any
debugging support.

5.2 Precision

Aspect programmers can only expect so much precision from an analysis in Splice. Although analysis precision is not
significantly limited by branching, looping, and variable re-assignments, an analysis cannot correlate when multiple
conditional branches are resolved the same way; e.g., according to whether or not a debug flag is set. The most
significant source of imprecision occurs in analyzing how methods interact with each other. By making global facts
visible between method implementations in a flow-insensitive way, analysis sacrifices precision so its execution time



can scale linearly with the size of a program. Among other things, an inter-procedural analysis is not accurate enough
to reason about dynamic dispatch and the effects of execution on memory, including pointer aliasing. Sometimes, this
imprecision is acceptable because static information about the program, such as static types, can be used by an aspect
to fill in the gaps. However, commonly used programming styles that avoid the use of static information can defeat
these assumptions. Examples of these styles in Java include the use of reflection or calling a genericrun() method in
theRunnable interface.

One solution to the precision problem is to make analysis in Splice more powerful; e.g., flow-sensitive inter-
procedural, context-sensitive, path-sensitive, and capable of performing shape analysis. However, these mechanisms
will not scale to analyzing large programs. The other solution relies on the aspect programmer to make up for the
lost precision through the encoding of additional rules and manually asserted facts. For example, alias annotations
could be encoded in an aspect and verified by its rules in a scalable way. However, this requires more effort from
programmers to encode what otherwise could be automatically derived.

5.3 Performance

Automatically ensuring the soundness (Section 4.2) and completeness (Section 4.3) of an aspect requires that a Splice
aspect execute about half as fast as a comparable traditional analysis. For example, the analysis expressed by the
synchronization aspect in Section 2 requires at least six passes to execute when only three passes are really needed
to execute the analysis correctly. The extra passes in our approach are only used to recognize that completeness has
occurred.

We believe that the performance of our prototype implementation is adequate. When using our prototype imple-
mentation to apply the loop compression aspect in Section 3 to a Java program of 1000 lines, execution takes about 40
seconds.2 Though not very fast, execution time rises linearly as the size of the program grows, which is not surprising
since the inter-procedural analysis used in Splice is flow-insensitive. The bottleneck in our current prototype is not
analysis, rather, it is the pre-processing step used to perform the rule unification that simplifies the analysis step. The
pre-processing step can become very slow as the number of possibly true global-flow facts increases because they
require re-processing of the whole program.

5.4 Applicability

This paper has shown how Splice can be used to write fairly complete synchronization and loop compression aspects.
Whereas AspectJ effectively enables the separation of simple concerns related to tracing, logging, security, and instru-
mentation, Splice expands this domain to include concerns that require data-flow information. Unfortunately, Splice is
not dramatically better than AspectJ in addressing complex functionality concerns in real programs where join points
must be identified manually. This restriction may negate any advantages Splice has over AspectJ in implementing
these concerns.

The synchronization and loop compression aspects shown in this paper provide some evidence that using Splice is
worthwhile for implementing concerns that are related to characteristics of a program execution like performance and
robustness. Similar to loop compression, Splice can be used to automate domain-specific optimizations that currently
need to be performed by hand. Similar to synchronization, Splice can be used to automate the addition of “policy”
code into a program, although the programmer will probably need to manually accept these code additions because of
constraints on analysis precision. Although not explored in this paper, Splice could also be used to implement better
“static-advice aspects” that only check program properties, such as enforcing Law of Demeter rules that ensure loose
object coupling [11].

6 Related Work

Aspect-oriented programming based on code transformations at join points is enabled by AspectJ [10]. AspectJ point-
cut designators can identify execution events such as a method call and field accesses as they occur in isolation. The
cflow pointcut designator provides some inter-procedural reasoning capabilities by allowing an aspect to dynami-
cally inspect program control-flow through the call stack. Splice does not currently providecflow -like inspection
capabilities.

2We ran on a Powerbook G4 @ 867 MHz.



Currently, AspectJ provides no support for static data-flow or inter-procedural analysis. However, proposals have
been made to enhance AspectJ with a data-flow pointcut designatordflow and a prediction-based pointcut designator
pcflow [9]. The dflow designator is proposed to reason about how a Java value is computed in the data-flow of a
method. Thepcflow designator is proposed to reason about what join points can occur in the future of a program’s
control-flow, including what join points can occur when a method is called. Although thepcflow designator has only
been mentioned, a version of thedflow designator has actually been prototyped and shown to be useful in security
applications [12]. Unlike Splice, thisdflow designator is not implemented using static analysis; instead, special
data-flow tags are propagated and inspected at run-time.

Using logic programming features in a meta-programming language is referred to as logic meta-programming
(LMP). TyRuBa is a LMP system for manipulating Java code [5]. The Smalltalk Open Unification Language (SOUL) [15]
enables Prolog programs to manipulate the execution of Smalltalk programs. Neither system provides meta-programs
with data-flow analysis capabilities. The case for expressing program analysis problems in a general logic program-
ming system is made in [4]. Splice does not rely on a general logic programming system—it is designed specifically to
support static analysis. Path logic programming extends Prolog with program transformation and static analysis capa-
bilities [6, 14]. Splice differs from path logic programming by concentrating on higher-level transformations needed
to do AOP.

Splice can be viewed as an extensible compilation system; e.g., the loop compression aspect in Section 3 is an
example of how an aspect can implement domain-specific optimizations. Magik [7] allows programmers to incorporate
application-specific extensions into the compilation process. The Broadway compiler [8] can utilize programmer-
supplied annotations to optimize library operations. In contrast to these systems, Splice aspects performs anayses and
transformations through higher-level LMP abstractions.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Splice is the first AOP system that provides aspects with static analysis mechanisms to identify join points. Splice
aspects are written in a rule-based language with logic programming features that provide convenient access to static
analysis mechanisms. Although Splice aspects are not omnipotent, e.g., they cannot reason about pointer aliasing,
they can still be useful in improving programmer productivity.

Looking forward, we are currently exploring how join points can be used more expressively once they have been
identified. Current mechanisms for expressing advice in Splice and AspectJ are not very declarative and could benefit
from more powerful reasoning facilities like those used to identify join points in Splice. Solving this problem of “join
point specification” will make AOP systems better platforms for generative programming.

Splice has been implemented and used to write the loop compression and synchronization aspects presented in this
paper. We expect to make the prototype publicly available in the near future on our web site atwww.cs.utah.edu/plt/splice .
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